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Double-sided Foam Mounting Tape
STUK Double-sided Foam Tape is a premium
product for the mounting of small, light
objects. Excellent for coat hooks, small
mirrors, mirror tiles, bathroom holders and
other light objects. Used extensively in the
automotive industry for mounting trim and
securing upholstery, STUK Double-sided
Foam Tape has a high-tack adhesive that is
UV-resistant, therefore perfect for outdoor &
indoor use.
19mm wide and 2m long.

Double-sided General Purpose Tray
STUK offer general purpose double-sided
tape in a variety of different formats and
sizes. This pack is designed for cash & carry
sales. An affordable and easy to stock pack
of 12 rolls, this GP double-sided tape is just
what you need for regular household and
office tasks.
50mm x 4.5m rolls, with 4 trays per outer.
Also available as a display pack
Not for use with vinyl.

Double-sided General Purpose Display
STUK Double-sided Tape is available in this
delightful counter display of 24 rolls of one
of the fastest selling DIY tapes of all time. A
high quality double-sided tape with a
myriad of uses, this high-tack product is
essential for all factories, houses, garages,
offices, caravans & boats. Also widely used
in the arts & crafts sector, this is a musthave product. Available in longer 10-metre
and jumbo 25-metre rolls for the frequent
user or larger project. Not for vinyl.
50mm x 4.5m rolls, with two displays per
outer carton.

Double-sided General Purpose Display
Jumbo 10m Roll
A 10 metre jumbo version of the general
purpose double-sided from STUK in an
attractive and high-impact counter display
unit, containing just 12 rolls, all individually
O-ring packed with printed card and
barcode.
For the more frequent user.
50mm x 10m rolls, with two displays per
outer carton. Not for vinyl.
For the heavy user, we have a 25 metre
version available, on a large bore core.

Double-sided General Purpose Jumbo
25m Roll
For the professional, or heavy user, we offer
a full 25-metre roll of STUK general purpose
double-sided tape. Available only on a large
bore 76mm diameter core, making
application easier for large coverage tasks,
such as laying floor coverings in place.
50mm wide, and 25 metres long, this is the
roll the tradesman would buy. Packed with
24 rolls per outer carton.
STUK also offer a double-sided tape for use
with vinyl, together with a heavy duty
product, for tough tasks.
Double-sided Heavy Duty Display
STUK Double-sided Premium Cloth Tape is a
superb tape for heavy-duty applications. A
high-grab adhesive is coated onto a thick,
strong, cloth-reinforced liner giving
excellent adhesion and good tensile
strength. STUK Double-sided Premium Cloth
Tape is the perfect choice for fixing carpets
in areas of heavy wear, carpet tiles, and the
bonding of many different materials
including wood, cork and metal. A must for
all good retailers.
50mm wide, 5 metres long, 12 rolls per
display, and 2 displays per carton. Also
available as a 25 metre trade roll.

Double-sided All Vinyls & Plastics Display
STUK All Vinyls & Plastics is the professional
choice for working with vinyl and plastic.
Incorporating our plasticiser migration
resistant (PMR) adhesive technology, this
tape is designed to work with all vinyl and
hard/soft plastics. Packaged in this bright
counter display unit, to advise consumers at
a glance its number one application.
50mm wide. 5 metres long, 12 rolls per
display, two displays per outer.
Also available as a 25 metre trade roll.

Extreme Double-sided - ClearBond
Extreme
For longevity, and good resistance to heat
and UV light, STUK ClearBond Extreme
would be the preferred choice of the
professional. Offering good levels of instant
grab, the real benefits of this amazing tape
can be realised after 48-hours have passed.
The tape will then be in position for as long
as you wish, within reason. Heat and UV
light only increase the bond, and laboratory
age tests show fantastic long term results.

Retail packed onto a blister card with full
features and benefits. Six cards per case.

Extreme Double-sided - SuperGrab
Extreme
STUK SuperGrab Extreme is a double-sided
tape with a difference. The amount of
instant grab this tape provides is near
unbelievable. Used for shorter term
applications, this product has immediate
grip on both substrates, and won’t let go.
For long term solutions, see ClearBond
Extreme.
Retail packed onto a blister card with full
features and benefits. Six cards per case.

